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Sound-Similar [Mac/Win]

► Sound-Similar is a professional tool for WAV comparisons, comparing two WAV files. ► Sound-
Similar allows you to compare the full length of the WAV file with its full length or the partial length
with the full length of the other file. ► Sound-Similar also allows you to compare the full length of the
shorter WAV file with the partial length of the longer WAV file. ► Sound-Similar allows you to
compare WAV files in two similarity modes: one that disregards the transmission channel and one
that penalizes for the difference in content delivery speed. ► Sound-Similar allows you to select a
frequency range to perform an in-depth WAV analysis. ► Sound-Similar allows you to perform time,
frequency and time-frequency domain analyses. ► You can generate the analysis results in graphical
and numeric formats. ► You can also sort the output by variable. ► Sound-Similar is available for
Android and iPhone. ► Sound-Similar is free, open source software. ► Sound-Similar is available as a
free download at Google Play Store, App Store. ► Sound-Similar is available in 3 languages: English,
French and Italian. Version: 1.24 Size: 9.81MB Screenshot(s) available Do you want to chat with us?
Choose your favorite topic: Notes: Download at Crackle Reviews of Sound-Similar By Qirina on
2/16/2016 Download By Anatol on 1/27/2016 Download By niki on 12/30/2015 Download By Alexak
on 11/28/2015 Download By Boubali on 11/18/2015 Download By dragonscratch on 6/26/2015
Download By Another: Download By Kazuki on 11/12/2015 Download By ftkn on 11/2/2015 Download
By Malek on 8/7/2015 Download By Assas on 7/30/2015 Download By david on 7/24/2015 Download
By Juanito

Sound-Similar Crack + License Key Full

Save time when comparing sound files. No need to search through your hard drive looking for a
matching file. Sound-Similar Crack Free Download automates the matching process by analyzing
both tracks and doing a similarity check. Use it to quickly compare and match MP3, AAC, AIFF, FLAC,
MP4, OGG and WAV audio files. If required, you can specify the source track duration so Sound-
Similar Product Key analyzes only those sections of a WAV file. Capture and playback audio from
video and capture the audio from a video screen, or analyze voice clips. Enable the Sound-Similar
Lock feature to prevent unauthorized access to the application. Match the audio files right away with
a score so you know which of them is more similar to the other. Full and partial content comparison
and score adjustment. Pick the comparison method: full length, full length of the shorter file or
partial length of the longer file. Select the difference mode: don’t take into account the differences in
file content or the transmission speed.  Most important, Sound-Similar provides deep insight into the
musical and spectral characteristics of both tracks. In the time-frequency domain, Sound-Similar: ·
Calculates the similarity of the two files by evaluating the track overlap by measuring the frequency
alignment. · Shows the spectral similarity of the two files by calculating the spectral matching. ·
Calculates the inter-scale and intra-scale similarity of both tracks. · Indicates whether the
corresponding track is missing from one file or from the other. · Calculates the percentage of the
track in which the files are identical. · Identifies whether the files are identical at the octave, third,
and fifth levels. In the time domain, Sound-Similar analyzes the duration of the tracks, so that you
can make sure both files are the same length. · Provides similarity percentage estimates (in five-
point rating scale) and alignment scores to let you know which of the two WAV files are similar and
which one is the best match. · Indicates the missing track by displaying the part of the track that is
missing. You are free to run several analyses in parallel. In addition, Sound-Similar has a complete
library with over 100 tutorial tracks, that can be easily filtered out or moved to the more suitable
analysis modes. So, why not have fun and compare your favorite WAV files by using Sound-Similar?
Another great feature of Sound-Similar is 3a67dffeec
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* Turn any WAV file into a Soundcloud stream * WAV file analysis * Work with WAV format * Portrait
and landscape view * Playback speed adjustment * Analysis mode selection: full length vs full length
or partial vs full length * Interpretation of the result depends on the similarity mode you choose *
Includes 10 similarity modes * All similarity modes supported * Multiple streaming modes * Share the
result on Soundcloud and other social networks * Work with any WAV files * Launch directly from the
app * Sound-Similar works directly from the app * Runs on both PC and Mac. Sound-Similar
highlights: * Comparison with and without transmission delay * Full length of the shorter file vs.
partial length of the longer track * Full length vs. full length * Frequency range adjustment *
Infrasonic and ultrasonic range * Up to 100% frequency range size increase * File extension
comparison * Addition of missing data to the shorter file * Adjustment to the difference in file size *
Automatic saving of the result * Disregard for the transmission delay * Create a manual upload and
save it to Soundcloud * Get the duration of the song * Adjust the playback speed * Supports MP3,
WAV, FLAC, M4A, APE, OGG, AIF * Apple and Windows support Sound-Similar works directly from the
app: * Sound-Similar is an app for macOS and Windows * Fast and smooth experience * No
downloading * No need to install the app * Supported OS: macOS 10.11 or later, Windows 7 or later,
Google Chrome 46 or later, Mozilla Firefox 36 or later, Opera 15 or later * Download the app at All in
all, Sound-Similar is a powerful solution for WAV file analysis. A combination of innovative
technologies is used here. Sound-Similar Features: Sound-Similar supports file comparison in a split
view. Here you can select the comparison method: full length vs full length or full length of the
shorter file vs partial length of the longer track. In-depth analysis: the application performs
automatic time, frequency, and time-frequency domain analysis to find the similarities in two WAV
files. Multiple similarity modes supported: before starting the comparison process, you can select
a several similarity modes available: disregard

What's New in the?

Full-length comparison. Full-length vs full-length. Full-length of shorter file vs partial-length of longer
file. Time-frequency vs frequency-time. Frequency range 1-infrasonic (20-20,000 Hz). Frequency
range 10-ultrasonic (1,000,000-20,000,000 Hz). Content-independent comparison. Audio
transmission channel independent. The app measures the similarity of two.wav files using an
intelligent audio analysis algorithm that assesses the audio sample’s time, frequency, and time-
frequency domain. Perform in-depth WAV comparisons. Sound-Similar WAV comparison score.
Customize your WAV analysis settings. Straightforward GUI. Wide frequency range. Flexible settings.
Multiple sound similarity modes. Completely free and open source. Sound-Similar Overview What's
New in This Release: Version 4.1.5 fixes the issue of the Notepad integration. Description Sound-
Similar is a powerful software solution that you can turn to whenever you want to do an in-depth
comparison of two WAV files. Straightforward GUI The application comes with an intuitive and user-
friendly interface that makes it simple for you to choose the source tracks. Next, you can select the
comparison method: full length vs full length or full length of the shorter file vs partial length of the
longer track. In-depth WAV analysis You should keep in mind that Sound-Similar does not compare
the two tracks bit by bit and it does not assess the resemblance of the two WAV files. The result is
generated according to human auditory perception by performing time, frequency, and time-
frequency domain analyses. You can use the output score for sound classification or perception-
based audio quality verifications. When you want to increase the comparison accuracy, you can
adjust the frequency range and extend it to infrasonic or ultrasonic regions. Multiple similarity modes
supported Before starting the WAV analysis and comparison, you can set the app to disregard the
transmission channel difference, to penalize for it or to penalize for ant difference in content delivery
speed. Depending on the similarity mode you choose, the resulting score and time alignments are
different. To wrap it up In conclusion, Sound-Similar is a professional utility for all those looking to
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perform thorough analyses of their WAV tracks, rather than just compare them bit by bit.
Understandably
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System Requirements:

CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo E6400 2.66 GHz RAM: 1 GB OS: XP SP2/ Vista/7/8 HDD: 6 GB GPU: Intel GMA
X4500 The USB keyboard works on most laptops and desktops. If you can't connect it through the
USB port try connecting it to a PS/2 port on the back of the computer. If it is connected via a USB
keyboard, the resolution will be fixed to 1024x768. If the resolution is not fixed you need to
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